Abstract-Performance comparison of indoor visible light communication (VLC) system with spectral amplitude coding-optical code division multiple access (SAC-OCDMA) techniques using Khazani-Syed (KS) code is examined. Bit error rate (BER) of three different codes was investigated in terms of background optical noise interference in the system. The result shows that KS code offers a slightly better performance under the influence of ambient light noise interference with a lower code length, a few number of filters and lower BER.
I. INTRODUCTION
Indoor visible light communication (VLC) has attracted a lot of scientific research interest because of its numerous advantages. VLC is a form of communication that utilizes white-light from the light emitting diodes (LEDs) to transmit data information over a free-space to the receiver [1] . The VLC optical spectrum occupies a range typically from 380nm-780nm in the electromagnetic spectrum [2] . It is mostly used for short-range indoor communication and it possesses various advantages application over radio frequency (RF) technology counterpart, such as underground communication, indoor localization. More so, it can be applied in areas like hospitals and oil industries where interferences caused by electromagnetic radiation are rejected. The optical transmitters used in VLC system are LEDs, which are less expensive, have low-power consumption with high-energy efficiency. Furthermore, the optical spectrum is virtually licensed free with abundant unlimited bandwidth in the order of terahertz [3] .
Nowadays, so many research works on optical code division multiple access have been carried out because of its increasing attractive features in the field of wireless communication. These include systems like security and privacy in transmission, fiber-sensing technology [4] , high bit rate, asynchronous access and simultaneous transmission [5] [6] . SAC-OCDMA techniques are being employed in the outdoors free space optics (FSO) communication system to mitigate the effect of the storm, fog, rainfall, and scintillation that degrade the performance of the communication channel [7] . Since one of the main constraint in indoor VLC system is the ambient light noise which degrades the performance of the communication channel [8] , accordingly, SAC-OCDMA technique can be applied to indoor VLC system to combat the effect of ambient light noise on the communication channel. Researchers have developed several codes for SAC-OCDMA network to reduce the effect of multiple access interference (MAI). These include, Random Diagonal (RD) [9] , Modified Quadratic Congruence (MQC) [10] , Flexible Cross Correlation (FCC) [11] , and Hadamard code [12] . In this paper, the performance of an indoor VLC system employing SAC-OCDMA technique with the KS code [13] was compared with MQC and FCC Code to investigate the effect of ambient light noise on the communication channel. Table 1 displays the parameters used for the simulation that is obtained from the data sheets of the components. Generally, in SAC-OCDMA systems, a unique sequence code that serves as an address is allocated to each user; each user modulates a unique code with each data bit by a modulator to change the optical spectrum appearance in such a way that the assigned user can only be interpret it at the receiver. KS code belongs to the family of unipolar sequence (0,1) which is based on the double weight (DW) construction with a code length N, Code weight W, and in-phase cross-correlation ( ) which can be represented as (N, W, ). The in-phase crosscorrelation ( ) is always maintained as one (1) between each pair of a user, this is based on the construction of the two sub-codes in their family code. These are A (1 1 0) and B (0 1 1) [13] .
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The simulation of the proposed indoor VLC system employing SAC-OCDMA technique with KS code was performed using OptiSystem. In the setup, we consider only three (3) users A, B, and C in order to analyze the effect of codes and reduce the simulation time. All the code weights are fixed to W=4 for the three different codes under observation. Figure 1 depicts the system block diagram. Table 2 illustrate the code sequence generated for KS, FCC, and MQC codes respectively.
Table 2 Generated codes for KS, FCC and MQC codes
At the transmitter side, it consists of non-return-zero (NRZ) pulse generator and Pseudo-random bit sequence generator (PRBS) for ON-OFF keying (OOK) modulation. LED is used as an optical broadband source (BBS) and a power splitter slices the optical spectrum among the users. The encoders consist of a series of rectangular optical bandpass filters (BPF), to create the unique code sequence that is intended for the user. The information signal data with the unique unipolar digital signal is optically superimposed on the code sequence with an external modulator Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM). The power combiner adds up all the multiplex signals from the WDM users while a white light source (WLS) with a convert to noise bin (CNB) was set-up to generate an ambient light noise power into the communication channel. The influence of ambient light noise is observed by varying the distance between the receiver and transmitter. At the receiver end, an optical splitter divides the different modulated code sequence signals. The decoder which is designed for spectral direct decoding (SDD) to extract the non-overlapping chips only while the overlapping chips are rejected by the receiver as they usually may cause interference [14] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The log of BER versus transmission distance for indoor VLC employing SAC-OCDMA technique with KS, FCC, and MQC codes were plotted.
Figure 2 Log of BER versus distance at 622Mbps data rate.
Figures 2 shows the performance of the system at a bit rate of 622Mbps. From the results obtained, the BER significantly increased with the change in transmission distance. This is obvious because optical background noise interference is increased with an increased in distance, thereby causing increased in an error rate of the system. Invariably, the transmission loss also increases as transmission distance increases. The maximum distance achieved by KS code is 5m, which is above the conventional room height. Whereas the FCC code was a little below 4m. It can be established from Figure 2 that KS code has a better BER performance at different transmission distance when compared with the FCC and MQC code in the indoor VLC system.
Figure 3 Total power received versus distance at 622Mbps
Figures 3 illustrates the relationship between the received total power and the propagation distance at a bit rate of 622Mbps. The graph shows the received total power signal significantly reduced from 12.12dBm to 2.06dBm, 11.42dBm to 0.76dBm and 6.87dBm to -3.78dBm for the three codes of KS, FCC and MQC codes respectively, over a transmission distance of 1m to 25m. Furthermore, the received total power decreases simultaneously with the change in propagation distance because of the effect of transmission loss that reduces the strength of transmitting power. Figure 4 illustrates the performance of the system by analyzing the effect of distance on electrical noise power and signal power for the indoor VLC using SAC-OCDMA technique. The investigation was carried out in order to evaluate the effect of distance on the generation of noise and the transmission loss caused by ambient light noise. The obtained values of noise power and signal power at 1m for all the three codes are as follows; KS code -100dBm and -72.30dBm, FCC code -99.30dBm and -74.43dBm and MQC code -100dBm and -80.70dBm. From the graph, it can be observed that the signal power simultaneously decreases with an increase in the distance; this is because of transmission loss in distance. Similarly, noise power for the three codes are almost the same. In addition, the calculated signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the three codes are 27.6dB, 24.87dB and 19.32dB for KS, FCC, and MQC codes respectively. The SNR results show a 10 % improvement when compared to KS and FCC code while 45% improvement between KS and MQC code under the influence of the ambient light noise. This verifies that the performance of SNR is inversely proportional to the distance covered. Finally, among the three codes, it can be observed that the received electrical signal power in KS code is higher than the remaining two codes.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the performance of the indoor VLC system with SAC-OCDMA technique has been investigated. The obtained results established that the proposed model offers better signal quality under KS code when compared with FCC and MQC codes. As a result, the proposed model would then be a likely solution to the next generation of indoor VLC employing OCDMA optical access network. With the separation distance of 5m between the transmitter and receiver, the proposed system can be best applied in museum and exhibition hall.
